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Abstract. Question target identification and classification is a fundamental and
essential research for finding suitable target answer type in a question
answering system, aiming for improving question answering performance by
filtering out irrelevant candidate answers. This paper presents a new automated
approach for question target classification based on WordNet expansion. Our
approach identifies question target words using dependency relations and
answer type rules through the investigation of sample questions. Leveraging
semantic relations, e.g., hyponymy, we expanse the question target words as
features and apply a widely used classifier LibSVM to achieve question target
classification. Our experiment datasets are the standard UIUC 5500 annotated
questions and TREC 10 question dataset. The performance presents that our
approach can achieve an accuracy of 87.9% with fine gained classification on
UIUC dataset and 86.8% on TREC 10 dataset, demonstrating its effectiveness.
Keywords: Question target classification ·question target words ·WordNet
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Introduction

Question Answering (QA) has become a hot research area in recent years targeting for
providing concise answers rather than a long list of documents [1]. Generally,
Question Target Classification (QTC) is the first step in a QA system. A correct and
meaningful classification of the question target can benefit the system on efficient and
accurate answer extraction. From existing research, incorrect QTC has been addressed
as one of the major factors for the poor performance of the Question Answering
Systems [2]. Moldovan et al. [3] reported that 36.4% of answering failures caused by
incorrect question analysis.
The correct identification of question target is the vital task. Different from
question topic, question target (QT) is a representation of users’ intention of desirable
answer type thus it directly helps in detecting answer relevance. For instance, as for
the question “Who is the largest producer of laptop computers in the world?”, the
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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question target (answer type) is “organization” rather than “person”. It helps to
classify the question to the correct target category, which directly enhances the
answer filtering performance, as filtering out answers in “person” category in the
example.
In this paper, we propose an automated approach based on dependency relation
analysis to identify question target words and extract target semantic features by
WordNet expansion. These semantic features are further calculated with QTC
taxonomy for acquiring best category labels. Parts of features are used to train
LibSVM classifier to obtain correct question target categories. Our datasets are two
standard publicly available datasets: UIUC 5500 annotated QA dataset and TREC 10
QA dataset. Applying on a two-layered classification taxonomy proposed by Li and
Roth [4], our approach achieved an accuracy of 87.9% with fine gained classification
on UIUC dataset and 86.8% on TREC 10 dataset, significantly improved the baseline
SVM classifier, demonstrating the effectiveness in improving question target
categorization.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the related work
and section 3 presents the detailed information of our approach, particularly the QTW
extraction. Section 4 shows our experiments and results on two open datasets. Finally,
section 5 summarizes the paper.
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Related Work

Regardless of the characteristics of question target (answer type), question target
classification can be treated as a question classification problem. There are many
different methods to resolve the question classification problem. Most of the
approaches can be divided into two categories: pattern-based classifiers using patterns
and heuristic rules [5] and supervised classifiers using machine learning methods.
Representative researches include Li and Roth [4]. They developed a machine
learning approach utilizing SNoW (Sparse Network of Winnows) learning
architecture for question classification. They also built a UIUC question target
category taxonomy, which has been extensively used around the world. In their
approach, a set of syntactic features as well as semantic features using WordNet1 [6]
were used to identify class-specific related words. Using the features, they reported
question classification accuracy as high as 98.8% for coarse gained classification.
Huang et al. [7] presented two methods to obtain augment semantic features of
defined head words based on WordNet. The results demonstrated that the WordNetbased approach significantly increased the accuracy. Their linear SVM (Support
Vector Machine) and ME (Maximum Entropy) models achieved accuracy of 89.2%
and 89.0%, respectively. Bakhtyar et al. [8] proposed a new hierarchy for processing
questions that belong to the class “Other” and presented an automatic hierarchy
creation method to add new class nodes using WordNet and noun-phrase parsing.
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Particularly, we investigated a number of recent question classification techniques
mainly about two aspects: the machine learning-based method SVM (Support Vector
Machine) and WordNet-based question classification techniques during 2013 – 2015
as follows:
Machine learning-based methods [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have been applied to various
domains and languages [14] and have achieved results comparable to previous rulebased QA systems. The SVM is one of the most successful classification algorithms
from them. An advantage of the SVM is that, once non-support vectors (non-SVs)
that do not have any influence on classifier are identified, the vectors can be thrown
away in the next test phase [15]. Recently, Yen et al. [16] employed TREC-QA tracks
and question classification benchmarks to evaluate the machine learning-based
method. Their experimental results showed that the question classifier achieved
85.60% accuracy without any additional semantic or syntactic taggers, and reached
88.60% after they employed a term expansion technique and a predefined relatedword set. Hardy et al. [17] used Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) for question
classification based on semantic features to improve both training and testing speeds
compared with benchmark Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Improvements
have also been presented on the head word extraction and word sense disambiguation
processes. Their results reached a higher accuracy (an increase of 0.2%) for the
classification of coarse gained classes compared to the benchmark.
WordNet corpus is also popular in leveraging semantic in question feature
identification. In 2013, Jeong et al. [18] applied WordNet and demonstrated that unit
feature dependency information and deep-level WordNet hypernyms are useful for
event recognition and type classification. Their experimental results showed that the
method outperformed an accuracy of 83.8%. Later, Gao et al. [19] presented a new
approach for semantic similarity measuring based on edge-counting and information
content theory and resulted in a better distribution characteristics of the coefficient.
Eduard et al. [20] used three widely used linguistic resources for taxonomic and nontaxonomic relation extraction: WordNet, general corpora acquired from the Web, and
Wikipedia.
These work motivated us to conduct research on question target classification by
refereeing the existing ideas of WordNet usage and machine learning methods from
question classification area even though they have significant differences task by task.
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The WordNet-based Expansion Approach

As defined by Li and Roth [4], question target classification is a task that, given a
question, maps it to one of the predefined k classes, which indicates a semantic
constraint on the sought-after answer. To identify the question target, we need to
obtain question target representations and prune out irrelevant information which may
mislead the classification process. Therefore we propose to use Question Target
Words (QTWs) which is a group of words (existing or not existing in the question) as
the target representations for specifying the answer type that the question seeks.

Our method contains three main steps: the QTW Extraction, WordNet expansion,
and SVM classification. The processing workflow is shown in Fig. 1. The first step is
to obtain QTWs utilizing a principle-based English parser MiniPar2 [21]. Afterwards,
the QTWs are expanded with hyponymy features using WordNet to acquire their
categories according to depth and distance-based semantic relevance calculation.
Finally, the features are sent to a trained LibSVM classifier to obtain their question
target (answer type) categories.

Fig. 1. The workflow of our question target classification approach using WordNetbased expansion and LibSVM classifier
3.1

Question Target Word Extraction

As the accuracy of QTW Extraction directly affects the overall classification
performance, we concern a lot on this step and have tried several strategies to ensure
the extraction quality. In this process, we apply a principle-based English parser
MiniPar to generate a dependency tree for a given question. A dependency relation is
a binary relation between two words with one marked as a head word and another
marked as a dependent using pos : relation : pos between them. For instance, the
dependency relations of the question “where can I buy a Guitar in Guangzhou?”
analyzed by MiniPar are shown as Fig. 2. According to the dependency tree, we can
extract the main verb-relation : buy V:obj:N guitar  N:mod:Prep  in 
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N:pcomp-n:N  Guangzhou. Therefore, we can extract needed information from it,
e.g., “buy a guitar” in the example as main event.

Fig. 2. The dependency relations of the question “where can I buy a Guitar in
Guangzhou?” analyzed using MiniPar
Therefore, the essential work is to detect useful relations to extract needed QTWs.
Due to the manner of question asking and the variety of interrogative words, the
syntactic structures of different questions may be much different. After analyzing
hundreds both questions dependency relations and syntactic structures between the
manually identified QTWs and other (irrelevant) parts of the questions, three
situations are identified and analyzed with each of them having a specific processing
strategy. Please note the strategies are applied sequentially starting from Strategy 1.
Strategy 1: extract QTWs by locating interrogative words
The first strategy is to extract QTWs by directly referring the interrogative words
of a question when the question is in formal representation. It is the most common
situation for question target word extraction.
For instance, as for the question “What's the abbreviation for trinitrotoluene?”, the
dependency relation of the question by MiniPar is shown below. The relation between
abbreviation and trinitrotoluene is therefore represented as: what N:subj:N
abbreviation N:mod:Prep  forPrep:pcomp-n:N trinitrotoluene . Through the
representation, we can extract the target of the question as abbreviation which leads
to the answer type “ABBR:abbreviation”.
fin
fin
be
abbreviation
abbreviation
abbreviation
for

C:whn:N
C:i:VBE
VBE:pred:N
N:subj:N
N:det:Det
N:mod:Prep
Prep:pcomp-n:N

what
be
abbreviation
what
the
for
trinitrotoluene

The defined dependency relations with interrogative words as rules include
"C:whn:N”, “C:wha:A”, “Q:whn:N”, “N:det:Det”, “N:subj:N”, “N:nn:N”, and
“N:gen:N”. These relations help locate interrogative words and the question target
being asked. Moreover, the relation rules can also be applied to questions without
interrogative words, e.g., the question “Name a tiger that is extinct” to extract the
correct target word “tiger”.
Strategy 2: extract QTWs by using interrogative words with extra relations
The second situation is more complicated as interrogative words cannot ensure the
correct question target identification thus additional rules of relations, e.g.,
“Prep:pcomp-n:N”, are needed. For example, as for the dependency relation of the
question “What kind of animal is Babar?”, the interrogative words “What” cannot be
simply used to identify QT through relation analysis. Otherwise, the word of “kind” is
extracted as QT rather than the needed word “animal”, as shown below.
fin
kind
kind
of
fin
be
Babar

C:whn:N
N:det:Det
N:comp1:Prep
Prep:pcomp-n:N
C:i:VBE
VBE:pred:N
N:subj:N

kind
what
of
animal
be
Babar
kind

In the dependency relation of the question example, a new relation link: what 
N:det:Det  kind  N:comp1:Prep  of  Prep:pcomp-n:N  animal can be
identified to solve this kind of problems. According our investigation, a list of relation
rules are summarized as as “C:whn:N”, “Q:whn:N”, “N:det:Det”, “N:subj:N”,
“N:nn:N”, “Prep:pcomp-n:N”, “N:gen:N” for solving the situation.
Strategy 3: extract QTWs by using verb-centered relations
The third situation is the most complex one. The interrogative word and above
relations as well as related rules sometimes could not extract correct target words. The
reason is that these questions contain at least one verb and generated dependency tree
is verb-rooted, causing incorrect relation link analysis. For instance, the question
“What garment was named for Bradley, Voorhees and Day”. The dependency relation
is as below:
fin
fin
name
name
name
name
name
for

C:whn:N
C:i:V
V:s:N
V:be:be
V:obj2:N
V:obj1:N
V:mod:Prep
Prep:pcomp-n:N

what
name
garment
be
what
garment
for
Bradley

A new relation link is observed as fin  C:i:V  name  V:s:N  garment
without interrogative words and pcomp relations. The main relation is linked by a
verb “name”. Looking inside the relations, we define a list of relation rules as
“C:whn:N”, “C:i:V”, “YNQ:head:V”, “V:subj:N”, “V:obj:N”, “V:obj1:N”,
“V:obj2:N”, and “V:s:N” as the strategy to deal with such kind of questions.
3.2

WordNet-based Feature Expansion

With regarding to the weakness of WordNet in dealing with verbs and interrogative
words, the previous step is to identify QT words with obvious relations. The obtained
QTWs can be further expanded by WordNet to acquire expected answer types. In
WordNet, senses are organized into hierarchies with hyponyms relationships, i.e., A is
a kind of B, providing a way to augment hyponyms feature for the QTWs. For
instance, the QTW of the question “What kind of flowers does detective Nero Wolfe
raise” is “flower”. The hierarchy for the noun sense of “flower” is as: “flower 
flowering plant  seed plant  vascular plant  plant  organism  living thing
 object  physical entity  entity”, where “ A  B” representing that B is the
hyponyms of A.
With the hyponym hierarchy, the hyponym labels as the super semantic layers can
be calculated with our QTC taxonomy to obtain best category labels. To achieve that,
we firstly design a QTC taxonomy, as shown in Table 1, by following Li & Roth in
the research of UIUC QA category [4].
Table 1. The QTC taxonomy defining two-level categories following Li & Roth [4]

Coarse

Fine grained

Count

ABBR

abbreviation, expansion

2

DESC

definition, description, manner, reason

4

ENTY

animal,
body,
color,
creation,
currency,
disease/medical, event, food, instrument, language,
letter, other, plant, product, religion, sport,
substance, symbol, technique, term, vehicle, word

22

HUM

description, group, individual, title

4

LOC

city, country, mountain, other, state

5

NUM

code, count, date, distance, money, order, other,
percent, period, speed, temperature, size, weight

13

Though the hyponym hierarchy in WordNet is commonly used, e.g. [7], we
calculate the conceptual similarity differently, as relevance, between each hyponym
label of a QTW and each category label defined in the taxonomy. By referring the
similarity matrix proposed in [22], we define a new relevance calculation measure
utilizing both depth and distance information in WordNet, as shown in Equation (1).

The higher the relevance, the higher possibility of a category label is chosen as the
candidate QTC.
RelevanceQTC 

( Depthlabeli  Depthlabel j )

1
2  Max( Depthlabeli , Depthlabel j ) Log ( Distance(labeli , label j ))  1


(1)

RelevanceQTC denotes the relevance of a hyponym label labeli of a QTC word with
a category label labeli. Depthlabel denotes the number of levels of the label labeli from
the root node in WordNet; Max is to obtain the maximum depth for normalization;
Distance is the minimum length of all ancestral paths between the two labels. Thus
the minimum length between any two labels is 1. The relevance value is finally
normalized into [0, 1].
The WordNet-based expansion is able to identify QTC alone. However, according
to our observation on a large number of questions, certain types of questions are
difficult for the method to achieve high performance, e.g., “Entity/other”, as shown in
Table 2 in next section. We therefore employ both Wordnet-based expansion and a
standard LibSVM classifier for improving classification performance. The used
features are all the words in a question. As LibSVM is a widely used classification
tool, it will not be described repeatedly in the paper.
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Experiments and Results

Two publicly available standard datasets are used to test the effectiveness of our
approach: 1) Dataset A: 5500 questions with manually annotated question target
labels from University of Illinois at Urbana-champaign (UIUC) 3; 2) Dataset B: 500
TREC 10 (Text Retrieval Conference) questions with manually annotated question
target labels from UIUC 4. Both the two dataset were mapped to 6 coarse grained
classes and 50 fine grained classes, where the classess are shown in Table 1. Based on
them, we split dataset A and B into training and testing datasets for three experiments.
Our measurement is the commonly used accuracy defined as the total number of
questions with correctly labeled QTC divided by the total number of questions in
experiment dataset.
The first experiment evaluated the effects of different size training datasets and
testing datasets to question target classification performance. The purpose was to
view the stablibility of our apporach by using different sizes of datasets. We firstly
randomly selected 1000 questions from Dataset A as testing dataset UIUC 1000 and
randomly selected 1000 to 3500 questions from the same Dataset A as training
datasets. For each training dataset, accuracy was calculated. Similarly, 2000 questions
from Dataset A were randomly selected from Dataset A as UIUC 2000 and the
training datasets were also the data from 1000 to 35000. The accurracy calculation
results are shown as Fig. 3. From the result, the size of training dataset contributes
3
4
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accuracy much when the training dataset size is below 1500. After that, the accuracies
on both UIUC 1000 and 2000 tend to be stable and the accuracies are very close when
the training dataset size ranges from 3000 to 3500. The experiment results indicate
that the performance of our approach is not affected by training dataset size much.
This is meaningful since our approach enables achieving stable performance using a
relatively small training dataset, which is helpful in large dataset processing.

Fig. 3. Number of training dataset vs. classification accuracy on UIUC 1000 and 2000 testing
questions

The second experiment conducted a comparison between the contribution of
WordNet-based expansion (as WordNet) and SVM-based classification (as LibSVM)
on every detailed fine grained category. The purpose was to view the strength and
weakness of the two approaches on different categories. The training dataset was
randomly selected 3500 questions from Dataset A and the other 2000 were used as
testing dataset. The result, as shown in Table 2, presented that these two classifiers
were complementary to each other on certain categories. WordNet achieved much
higher accuracy on “ENTY:religion”, “ENTY:letter”, “ENTY:plant”, “ENTY:veh”,
and “NUM:volsize” while LibSVM achieved much higher accuracy on “DESC:def”,
“ENTY:symbol”, “NUM:temp”, etc. For “ENTY:color”, “ENTY:currency”,
“NUM:ord”, and “NUM:period ”, both the two methods obtained excellent
performance. However, both the methods obtained bad performance on “NUM:code”
and “ENTY:techmeth”, indicating big space for improvement on these categories.

Table 2. Accuracy comparison using WordNet and LibSVM on 50 fine grained categories

Category/accuracy WordNet
ABBR:abb
DESC:def
DESC:manner
ENTY:animal
ENTY:body
ENTY:color
ENTY:cremat
ENTY:instru
ENTY:lang
ENTY:letter
ENTY:other
ENTY:plant
ENTY:product
ENTY:word
HUM:desc
HUM:gr
LOC:city
LOC:mount
LOC:state
NUM:count
NUM:dist
NUM:ord
NUM:perc
NUM:speed
NUM:volsize

0.688
0.042
0.99
0.848
0.222
1
0
0.7
0.875
0.78
0
0.77
0.738
0.77
0.979
0.406
0.845
0.905
1
0.967
0.571
1
0.857
1
0.923

LibSVM Category/accuracy WordNet
1
0.911
0.959
0.484
0.333
1
0.589
1
0.78
0
0.442
0
0.222
0.60
0.857
0.485
0.962
0.625
0.929
0.984
0.50
1
0.25
0.667
0

ABBR:exp
DESC:desc
DESC:reason
ENTY:currency
ENTY:dismed
ENTY:event
ENTY:food
ENTY:religion
ENTY:sport
ENTY:substance
ENTY:symbol
ENTY:techmeth
ENTY:termeq
ENTY:veh
HUM:ind
HUM:title
LOC:country
LOC:other
NUM:code
NUM:date
NUM:money
NUM:other
NUM:period
NUM:temp
NUM:weight

0.774
0.696
0.906
1
0.854
0.68
0.67
0.75
0.706
0.75
0.25
0
0.111
0.929
0.874
0
0.9
0
0
0.156
0.765
0
1
0
0

LibSVM
0.667
0.704
0.923
1
0.833
0.333
0.471
0
0.75
0.571
1
0.143
0.786
0
0.88
0.20
0.964
0.848
0
0.958
0.90
1
1
1
0.25

The third experiment evaluated the performance improvement of our approach (as
WordNet+LibSVM) compared with WordNet-based expansion and LibSVM
classification. In the WordNet-based expansion, we further separated it into WordNetbased expansion on identified categories by removing categories that WordNet-based
expansion preformed 0 accuracy according to the analysis of the second experiment
as WordNet-concise and WordNet-based expansion on all categories as WordNet.
The first testing dataset was 2000 questions randomly selected from Dataset A (other
3500 questions are used as training dataset) as UIUC(2000). The second dataset was
all the 500 questions from Dataset B (the same training dataset as the first one) as
TREC_10(500). Table 3 shows the results of the comparison. WordNet-concise has a
relatively high accuracy compared with WordNet, indicating our WordNet-based
expansion is effective to some extent regardless of the QTC categories that the
method cannot process. WordNet achieved 74.2% accuracy on UIUC(2000) but only
33% on TREC_10(500). This is reasonable as the training questions are from UIUC
rather than TREC_10. LibSVM obtained better results than WordNet. However, as
analyzed in the previous experiment, WordNet has obvious advantages in processing

of certain categories. Our method WordNet+LibSVM achieved the best performance
with an accuracy of 87.9% on UIUC(2000) and 86.8% on TREC_10(500), presenting
significant improvement compared with both LibSVM and WordNet.
Table 3. Accuracy comparison among our approach WordNet+LibSVM and other
classification strategies on the two datasets

UIUC(2000)
91%

TREC_10(500)
77%

WordNet

74.2%

33%

LibSVM

78%

79%

87.9%

86.8%

WordNet-concise

WordNet + LibSVM

6. Conclusions
Targeting at question target identification and classification for answer type filtering,
this paper proposed a method based on dependency tree analysis for question target
word identification. Afterwards, a compact but effective WordNet-based hyponymy
expansion strategy was proposed to classify the identification question target words
into question target categories. Based on two standard fully annotated datasets: UIUC
dataset and TREC 10 dataset, we conducted three experiments to evaluate the
effectiveness of our approach through the comparison with other methods. The results
presented that our approach achieved the best performance from the comparison,
demonstrating its capability in question target classification task.
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